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Abstract.
In the present work the issue of decomposing a configuration prob-

lem is approached in a framework where the domain knowledge is
represented in a structured way by using a KL-One like language
and whole-part relations play a major role in defining the structure
of the configurable objects. The representation formalism provides
also a constraint language for expressing complex relations among
components and subcomponents.

The paper presents a notion of boundness among constraints
which assures that two components not involved in a same set of
bound constraints can be independently configured. The computa-
tion of boundness among constraints is the basis for partitioning con-
straints associated with each component to be configured. Such a par-
titioning induces a decomposition of the configuration problem into
independent subproblems.

Both a recursive and a non recursive decomposition strategies are
presented and the savings in computational time and reduction in
search space are shown in the domain of PC configuration.

1 Introduction

In recent years configuration has attracted a significant amount of
attention not only from the application point of view but also from
the methodological one [11]. In particular, logical approaches such
as [12, 4] and approaches based on CSP have emerged [8, 2, 10, 13].
In CSP approaches, configuration can exploit powerful constraint
problem solvers for solving complex problems. From the other hand,
logical approaches make use of a more explicit and structured rep-
resentation of the entities to be configured (e.g. [7]). Logical ap-
proaches seem to offer significant benefits when interaction with the
user (e.g. [6]) and explainability of the result (or failure) are major
requirements.

Configuration, as many other tasks, can be computationally ex-
pensive; therefore, the idea of problem decomposition looks attrac-
tive since, from the early days of AI, problem decomposition has
emerged as one of the most powerful mechanisms for controlling
complexity. Ideally, the solution of a complex problem should be
easily assembled by combining the solutions of the subproblems the
initial problem has been decomposed into. Unfortunately, in many
cases it is not obvious at all how to decompose the problem into a set
of non-interacting subproblems.

In the present work the issue of decomposing a configuration prob-
lem is approached in a framework where knowledge about the enti-
ties is represented in a structured way by using a KL-One like lan-
guage augmented with a constraint language for expressing complex
inter-role relations (see section 2 for a summary of the representation
�
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language). Partonomic relations provide the basic knowledge for de-
composing the configuration problem. In fact, two subparts involved
into two partonomic relations can not be independently configured if
there is at least a constraint that links them together. For this reason
we have introduced a notion of boundness among constraints (sec-
tion 3) which assures that two components not involved in a same set
of bound constraints can be independently configured.

Section 4 provides a high-level description of the configuration
algorithm and of the decomposition strategy, while an example of an
application of the algorithm is shown in section 5. Section 6 reports a
preliminary experiment showing encouraging results as concerns the
computational effort. A discussion is reported in section 7.

2 The Conceptual Language

In the present paper the language ����� [5] is adopted to build the
conceptual model of the configuration domains. In ����� (Frames,
Parts and Constraints), there is a basic distinction between atomic
and complex components. Atomic components are described by
means of set of features characterizing the component itself, while
complex components can be viewed as structured entities whose char-
acterization is given in term of subparts which can be complex com-
ponents in their turn or atomic ones. ����� offers the possibility of
organizing classes of (both atomic and complex) components in tax-
onomies as well as the facility of building partonomies that (recur-
sively) express the whole-part relations between each complex com-
ponent and any one of its subcomponents. Configuration of an atomic
component involves the selection of appropriate values for each fea-
ture characterizing the component, while the configuration of a com-
plex component involves a proper assembly of its subparts by using
both atomic and complex components. The configuration process has
to take into account the constraints restricting the set of valid com-
binations of components and subcomponents. These constraints can
be either specific to the modeled domain or derived from the user’s
requirements.
Frames and Parts. Each frame represents a class of components (ei-
ther atomic or complex) and it has a set of member slots associated
with it. Each slot represents a property of the components belonging
to the class and it can be of type either partonomic or (alternatively)
descriptive. Any slot 	 of a class 
 is described via a value restric-
tion � (that can be another class or a set of values of a predefined
kind) and a number restriction (i.e. an integer interval [ � ,  ] with
���� ), as usual in the KL-One like representation formalisms.
A slot 	 of a class 
 with value restriction � and number restriction
[ � ,  ] captures the fact that the property 	 for any component of type

 is expressed by a (multi)set of values of type � whose cardinality
belongs to the interval [ � ,  ].

Partonomic slots are used for capturing the whole-part relation
between a complex component and a part of its. In ����� this relation



is assumed to be asymmetric and transitive.Formally, any partonomic
slot � of a class � is interpreted as a relation from � to its value
restriction � such that ������������� �"!$# �%�&�'�(#%!*)+�,� , being [ � , ) ]
its number restriction; the meaning is straightforward: any complex
component of type � has from a minimum of � up to a maximum
of ) parts of type � via a whole-part relation named � .

In the following we restrict our attention to partonomic slots since
they represent the basic knowledge for problem decomposition.

Figure 1 contains a toy conceptual model that we use here as an
example. Each rectangle represents a class of complex components,
each oval represents a class of atomic components and any thin solid
arrow corresponds to a partonomic slot. In the figure, it is stated,
for instance, that � is a class of complex components and the parto-
nomic slot �%- specifies that each instance of � has to contain one
or two (complex) components of type �.- ; while the partonomic slot
��/ states that any instance of � has to contain one or two (atomic)
components of type 0�1 .

In any conceptual model, a slot chain 243�5 �76'8(9(9(9(8��+:�; , start-
ing in a class � and ending in a class � is interpreted as the re-
lation composition �<:�=>�+:@?%6A=B9(9(9�=>�%6 from � to � . The chain
represents the subcomponents of a complex component �C�4� via
the whole-part relations named �76(8(9(9(9'8��+: . In figure 1, for example,
5 �%-D8�E@-'; denotes the subcomponents (of type 0.- ) of each instance
of � through the partonomic slots �%- and E@- . Similarly, a set of slot
chains F$3HGD2I6'8(9(9(9(8�2@J�K (where each 2@L starts in � and ends in
�BL ) is interpreted as the relation union M JL N%6 2@L from � to M JL N%6 �BL .

Besides the partonomies, also the taxonomies are useful in the
conceptual models. In figure 1 the subclass links are represented by
thick solid arrows. In that toy domain we assume that each class of
atomic components 0�O is partitioned into two subclasses 0�O - and
0�O&P . Only the partitioning of 0.- into 0.-D- and 0.-'P is reported in
figure.
Constraints. A set (possibly empty) of constraints is associated to
each class of complex components. These constraints allow one to
express those restrictions on the components and the subcomponents
of the complex objects that can’t be expressed by using only the
frame portion of Q�R�S , in particular the inter-slot constraints that
cannot be modeled via the number restrictions or the value restric-
tions.

Each constraint �(� associated to � is of the form TVUXW , where
T is a conjunction of predicates or the boolean constant true and W
is a predicate or the boolean constant false. The meaning is that for
every complex component ���C� , if � satisfies T then it must satisfy
W . It should be clear that if TY3[Z \']I^ , then, for each �.�_� , W must

CONSTRAINTS
Associated with C:
[co1]({<p1,q1>})(1;1) ==> ({<p2,q5>})(1;1)      
[co2]({<p1,q2>})(1;1) ==> ({<p2,q3>})(1;1)
[co3]({<p2,q3>})(1;1) ==> ({<p2,q4>})(2;2) 
[co4]true ==> ({<p1,q1>})(in A11 (1;4))
[co5]({<p3>})(1;1) ==> ({<p3>})(in A71)
Associated with C1:
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Figure 1. A toy conceptual model

always hold, while if W_3[`�a@b&c(^ , then, for each �.�C� , T can never
hold.

In the following we present only a simplified version of some pred-
icates available in Q�R�S . For a more complete description of them
see [5].

Let Fd3dGD2I6(8(9(9(9(8(2@J�K , where each 2@L>3$5 �+L�e'8(9(9(9��+L�f�; is a slot
chain starting in a class of � complex components. For any �B�Y� ,
F��&�'� denotes the values of the relation F computed for � .
1) � F����&g%h�i�� . ���j� satisfies the predicate iff gj![# F��&�'�(#D!�i , where
g , i are non negative integers with gj!�i .
2) � F���� O&)+k@� . ���j� satisfies the predicate iff F��&�'�mlVk , where k is a
union of classes in the conceptual model.
3) � F���� O&)+kI�&g%h,i��,� . ���C� satisfies the predicate iff g�![# F��&�'�Dn�k�#D!
i , where g , i are non negative integers with gC!�i and k is a union
of classes in the conceptual model.

For example, the constraint �(o@p states that if only one component
playing the partonomic role ��/ is present in a configuration of an
object of type � , then this component must be of type 0�1@- . The
constraint �(oDq states that there must be from 1 up to 4 subcomponents
of type 0.-D- in each instance of � (through the partonomic slots �%-
and E@- ).

3 Bound and Unbound Constraints

Given this framework, configuring a complex object of type � means
to completely determine an instance � of � in which all the parto-
nomic slots of � are instantiated and each direct component of �
is completely configured too. � has to respect both the conceptual
model (number and value restrictions imposed by the taxonomy and
the partonomy as well as the constraints associated with the classes
of components involved in � ) and the user’s requirements.

Configuring a complex component by taking into consideration
only its taxo-partonomical description would be a straightforward
activity. In fact, for any well formed model expressed in Q�R�S in
which no constraints are associated with any class, a configuration
respecting that model would always exist. A simple algorithm could
find it without any search and by simply starting from the class of the
target object, considering each slot � of that class and, for it, choosing
its cardinality, i.e. choosing the number of components playing the
partonomic role � to introduce into the configuration, and the type
for each such component. This process must be recursively repeated
for each complex component introduced in the configuration, until
all the atomic ones are reached. In this process the algorithm needs
only to respect the number and the value restrictions of the slots,
since the choices made for one partonomic slot do not interfere with
the choices for another partonomic slot.

Unfortunately, this is not realistic. The conceptual model usually
contains complex constraints that link together different slots. In this
more realistic situation a solution can not be found generally without
any search and by making only a set of local choices.

Moreover, the requirements usually imposed by the user to the tar-
get artifact further restrict the set of legal configurations. This means
that the search for a configuration is not guaranteed to be fruitful
any more. In fact, even assuming the consistency of the conceptual
model, the user’s requirements could be inconsistent w.r.t. it and in
such a case no configuration following the model and satisfying the
requirements exists.

Therefore, in general, the task of solving a configuration prob-
lem can be rather expensive from a computational point of view. As
we have mentioned above, in Q�R�S framework this is mainly due
to the constraints (both those that are part of the conceptual model
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and those imposed as user’s requirements) that link together different
components and subcomponents. In these situations a choice made
for a component during the configuration process might restrict the
choices actually available for another one, possibly preventing the
latter to be fully configured. In such cases the configurator needs to
revise some decision that it previously took and to explore a different
path in the search space. Usually, in real cases the search space is
rather huge and many paths in it do not lead to any solution.

However, in many cases it does not happen that every constraint
interacts with each other and the capability of recognizing the sets
of (potentially) interacting constraints can constitute the basis for de-
composing a problem into independent subproblems.

In principle, once a problem has been decomposed into a set of in-
dependent subproblems, these could be solved concurrently and with
a certain degree of parallelism, potentially reducing the overall com-
putational time. However, also a sequential configuration process can
take advantage of the decomposition. In fact, at least for large config-
uration problems, solving a set of smaller subproblems is expected to
be easier than solving the original one. Moreover, if two subproblems
are recognized to be independent, the configurator is aware that no
choice made during the configuration process of the first one needs
to be revised if it enters a failure path while solving the second one.

To be effective, the task of recognizing the decomposability of a
problem (and of actually decomposing it) should not take too much
time w.r.t. the time requested by the whole resolution process.

In our approach, the partonomic knowledge can be straightfor-
wardly used in recognizing the interaction among constraints (with
an acceptable precision) and in defining a way of decomposing a
configuration problem into independent subproblems.

With this aim, we introduce the bound relation among constraints,
which is based on the exclusivenessassumption on parts, stating that,
in any configuration, a component can not be a direct part of two dif-
ferent (complex) components, neither a direct part of a same compo-
nent through two different whole-part relations.

Intuitively, two constraints are bound iff the choices made during
the configuration process in order to satisfy one of them can interact
with those actually available for the satisfaction of the second one. Ifr is a complex component in a configuration, the bound relation smt
is defined in the set u�v�wjx%yAz�xm{ r'| of the constraints that r must
satisfy, as follows: let }+~��I~��V�ju�v�wjx%yAz�xm{ r'| . If } and � contain
both a same partonomic slot � of r(���I�'� { r'| then }�smt�� (i.e. if } and �
refer to a same part of r , they are directly bound in r ); if }�smt(� and
�@s�t(� then }�s�t(� (i.e. } and � are bound by transitivity in r ).

It is easy to see that s�t is an equivalence relation. If � is an equiv-
alence class in the quotient set u�v�wjx%yAz�xm{ r'|,� s�t , every constraint
in � could interact with any other constraint in the same class during
the configuration process of r . While, if ���Vu�v�wjx%yAz�xm{ r'|,� smt
is different from � , it means that in r the constraints in � do not
interact in any way with those in � , since the exclusiveness assump-
tion on parts assures that the components and subcomponents of r
involved in the constraints in � are different from those referred to
by the constraints in � . This means that the problem of configuringr by taking into consideration u�v�wjx%yAz�xm{ r'| can be split into the
set of independent subproblems of configuring r by considering the
set �C� of constraints, for each �����ju�v�wjx%yAz�xm{ r'|,� s�t .

In the next section, we sketch a configuration algorithm that be-
haves differently on the basis of the value of the parameter � in the
procedure r(�@�+�+� � }��(� . If �d��� no decomposition is performed,
while if ���4� the algorithm tries to recursively decompose the prob-
lem of configuring each complex component, starting with the target

object (recursive decomposition). 2

4 Problem Decomposition
At any stage the current configuration y is represented as a tree. The
root yAv represents the target object and each node represents a com-
ponent (either complex or atomic). Each child of a node represents
a direct component of it. Given a node � of y , with r(���I�'� { �+| we
indicate the most specific class (w.r.t. the taxonomy) to which � be-
longs. The configuration tree y contains also pieces of information
useful for the control strategy. In particular: the current componentr r(�@� �%{&y | (i.e. the one that is being considered currently); the cur-
rent queue r � }I�D}I�@{&y | containing the direct complex components
of r r(�@� �%{&y | that still need to be expanded; the information rele-
vant to the constraints holding for r r(�@� �%{&y | , that is the classes of
constraints r(���I�'� � � u �@�+�'� � � {&y | that still need to be considered and
the class of constraints r r(���I�'� u �@�+�'� � � {&y | that is being considered
currently.

Each call to r(�@�+�+� � }��(�@{&�+~,y>~(u�� | corresponds to the request
of extending the configuration y by configuring the componentr r(�@� �%{&y | given the constraints in r r(���I�'� u �@�+�'� � � {&y | . u�� is
the conceptual model (i.e. the �� �¡ knowledge base) and � defines
the decomposition policy. r(�@�+�+� � }��(� returns the pair ¢ zA� � ~�vm��� �+£ ,
where zA� � can be either the extended configuration tree or the���I��� }��(� message and vm��� � is a stack containing the open choices
for the configuration of r r(�@� �%{&y | . At the beginning, r(�@�+�+� � }��(� is
invoked (by a main) with y containing only the root yAv and withr r(�@� �%{&y | �*yAv ( r(���I�'� � � u �@�+�'� � � {&y | and r r(���I�'� u �@�+�'� � � {&y |
are properly initialized as well).

PROCEDURE configure(k,T,CM){
Open := <>;
WHILE(TRUE){//WHILE-1

<Expanded_T, L_Open> :=
insertDirectComponents(T,CM);

Open := append(Open,L_Open);
IF(Expanded_T == failure){//IF-1

IF(Open == <>){RETURN <failure, <> >;
}ELSE{T := pop(Open);}

}ELSE{/*Expanded_T =/= failure*/
T := Expanded_T;
c := c_comp(T);

WHILE(c_queue(T) =/= <>){//WHILE-2
c_comp(T) := extract(c_queue(T));
IF(k == 1){
classesConstrs(T) := NoDecompose(T,CM);
}ELSE{classesConstrs(T) := decompose(T,CM);}
WHILE(classesConstrs(T) =/= <>)

{//WHILE-3
c_classConstrs(T) :=

extract(classesConstrs(T));
<Extended_T, L_Open> := configure(k,T,CM);
IF(Extended_T == failure){//IF-2
- delete from Open all the elements

labelled with the indentifier of
c_comp(T);

IF(Open == <>){//IF-3
RETURN <failure, <> >;

}ELSE{
- Try to complete the configuration
by properly revising the past
choices on the basis of Open;

- RETURN the result;¤
In the first case a much simpler algorithm could be written. Due to space
constraints, we describe the two different approaches within a single algo-
rithm.
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}//IF-3
}ELSE{/*Extended_T =/= failure*/
IF(L_Open =/= <>){
- label L_Open with the
c_comp(T) identifier;

push(L_Open,Open);}
T := Extended_T;}//IF-2

}//WHILE-3
c_comp(T) := c;

}//WHILE-2
RETURN <T, Open>;
}//IF-1

}//WHILE-1
}//configure

The first step performed by ¥(¦@§+¨+© ªI«�¬( is the introduction of the
direct components of the current component ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² . This is
done by considering each (not yet considered) slot ¯ of the class
¥(³�´Iµ'µD°&¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²,² and by choosing both the number of the compo-
nents playing the partonomic role ¯ to be inserted in the configuration
and the type for each of them. 3 Any time a direct complex component
of ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² is introduced, it is inserted in ¥ ¶D«ID«I@°&¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²,² .
All the open choices are stored in ·m¯�D§ . 4 It can happen that in this
phase there is no way to insert the direct components of ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²
into the configuration without violating any constraint. In this case, if
no alternative is available in ·m¯�D§ the ¨�´I©�³&«�¬( message is returned,
otherwise an alternative is considered.

The WHILE-2 loop considers each complex direct component of
¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² that has not been expanded (i.e. configured) yet. Such a
component becomes the new current component in ± . The way in
which the set ¥(³�´Iµ'µ(Dµ'¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µD°&±A² is computed for this new current
component defines the behaviour of the configuration process w.r.t.
the decomposition.

If it is computed by the º�¦@»B'¥(¦@®�¯�¦@µ(@°&±>¼ ¸�½4² function (i.e.¾�¿[À
), all the constraints relevant to the current component are con-

sidered in a unique chunk and no decomposition is performed, since
º�¦@»B'¥(¦@®�¯�¦@µ(@°&±>¼,¸�½4² ¿XÁDÂ ¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µ.ÃYÄ ¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µ'Å ; whereÂ ¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µ is the set containing all the current constraints of the
parent component of ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² (if any) that mention some slot of
¥(³�´Iµ'µD°&¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²,² , and Ä ¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µ is the set of constraints asso-
ciated with ¥(³�´Iµ'µD°&¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²,² and those expressing the user’s re-
quirements for that component. If

¾V¿�Æ.Ç '¥(¦@®�¯�¦@µ(@°&±>¼,¸�½4² ¿
° Â ¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µmÃ�Ä ¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µ'²,ÈDÉ�Ê Ê Ë,Ì�ÍDÎ ÏIÐ function is invoked.

By making use of the bound relation É Ê among constraints (see
section 3),

Ç '¥(¦@®�¯�¦@µ( partitions the constraints into classes of
bound constraints and returns these classes (i.e. it returns the quo-
tient set ¸�·�ºjÑ%±AÒ�Ñm°&¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²,²,ÈDÉ�Ê Ê Ë,Ì�ÍDÎ ÏIÐ ).

One such computed class of constraints is considered at
a time (WHILE-3 loop), i.e. a current class of constraints
¥ ¥(³�´Iµ'µ'¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µD°&±A² is repeatedly extracted from the set
¥(³�´Iµ'µ(Dµ'¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µD°&±A² and the ¥(¦@§+¨+© ªI«�¬( procedure is invoked
to configure the current component ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² w.r.t. the current
class of constraints 5. This means that the problem of configuring the
current component w.r.t. the constraints ¸�·�ºjÑ%±AÒ�Ñm°&¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²,²
has been split into a set of subproblems, one for each class of
constraints contained in ¥(³�´Iµ'µ(Dµ'¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µD°&±A² . These subprob-
Ó

When we speak about choices made while configuring a component we
refer exactly to these two kinds of choices.Ô
For simplicity, we can assume that at this point, each time one or more
alternatives are available and before actually modifying the configuration,
such alternatives are stored in the current configuration tree which is then
pushed into Õ Ö>×@Ø,Ù .Ú
It is worth noting that the procedure Û,Ü�Ù�Ý@Þ ßDà@á'Ø considers at each
time only the slots of Û,â ãDä�ä(å&Û Û,Ü�æ�×Iå�ç>è è appearing in the constraintsÛ Û,â ãDä�ä�é>Ü�Ù�ä,ê&á'ä(å�ç>è .

lems have been entailed by the partitioning of the constraints
¸�·�ºjÑ%±AÒ�Ñm°&¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A²,² into a set of classes. Since any two
constraints of two different classes are unbound, the configuration
choices made while taking into consideration one of them are inde-
pendent from those relevant to the second one. Of course, whenever
¥(³�´Iµ'µ(Dµ'¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µD°&±A² contains a single class, no decomposition is
performed. If the called ¥(¦@§+¨+© ªI«�¬( procedure succeeds in config-
uring the component ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² w.r.t. ¥ ¥(³�´Iµ'µ'¸�¦@§+µ'¹ ¬'µD°&±A² (ELSE
branch of IF-2), the calling one (whose task is to configure the parent
component of ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² ) stores the returned stack Ä ·m¯�D§ of
(local) open choices for ¥ ¥(¦@®�¯%°&±A² by pushing it in its ·m¯�D§ stack.
Thus, the elements stored in ·m¯�D§ can either be configuration trees
or stacks in their turn. In the first case they (explicitly) represent the
open choices relevant to the insertion of the direct components. In
the second one, they (implicitly) represent the open choices relevant
to the configuration of the complex direct components. Each stack
pushed in ·m¯�D§ is labeled with the identifier of the complex direct
component to which it refers. In this way, if the configuration of
any direct component w.r.t. a given class of constraints fails (THEN
branch of IF-2), all the open choices relevant to the configuration
of the same component w.r.t. each previously considered class
of constraints can be removed easily. Therefore, some useless
backtrackings are avoided.

If a failure occurs while configuring a direct component and ·m¯�D§
contains some alternatives (ELSE branch of IF-3), a revision of the
configuration takes place. If the top of the stack ·m¯�D§ contains a
configuration tree, this is analogous to the the case of failure while
introducing the direct components. If the top of ·m¯�D§ is a stack in its
turn, the nesting of stacks is used it order to maintain the correspon-
dence between the recursive calls of ¥(¦@§+¨+© ªI«�¬( and the partonomic
structure of the configuration. We do not enter into the details of such
a revision because of space limits.

Before presenting a simple example, we outline that a third decom-
position policy can be defined in which only the constraints relevant
to the target object ±A· are partitioned. This can be done by using
the

Ç '¥(¦@®�¯�¦@µ( function (in the main) before calling ¥(¦@§+¨+© ªI«�¬( for
the first time and then by calling it with

¾V¿"À
. In this way, only

the main problem can be decomposed, but the decomposition does
not take place in the components and subcomponents of ±A· (non
recursive decomposition).

5 An Example
Figure 2 reports five snapshots of a possible configuration process
for configuring an object of type ¸ (fig. 1) 6. In figure 2, each ¥ ©
identifies the ©ìë�í component of type ¸ . The numbers preceding the
identifiers express the order in which the components have been in-
troduced into the configuration. We consider the recursive decompo-
sition policy.

At the beginning, only the root ¥ À
is inserted (by the main)

into the configuration (as current component). The main invokes theÇ '¥(¦@®�¯�¦@µ( that partitions the set of constraints for ¥ À
into the two

different classes of bound constraints î%ï ¿4Á ¥(¦ À ¼ ¥(¦ Æ ¼,¥(¦DðI¼ ¥(¦Dñ@Å and
îIò ¿dÁ ¥(¦@óDÅ . The main problem is thus decomposed into two inde-
pendent subproblems (one relevant to î%ï and the other relevant to
îIò ). ¥(¦@§+¨+© ªI«�¬( is invoked (with

¾C¿dÆ
) to solve the first subprob-

lem. The direct components ¥ À À
and ¥ Æ À

are inserted and the open
choices (i.e. the alternative cardinality

Æ
for both the slots ¯ À

and ¯ Æ
)

are saved in ·m¯�D§ .
ô

For simplicity, we do not distinguish between the constraints present in the
conceptual model and those representing the user’s requirements.
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Figure 2. A configuration example

Then, the configuration of the component õDö ö is split into ÷ other
subproblems, since its constraints (those inherited from õ ö and the
local one õ(øDù ) are partitioned into the ÷ classes ú�û�ü4ý'õ(øIöDþ,õ(øDÿIþ õ(øDù��
and ú���üVý'õ(ø@÷�� . It is worth noting that in õ ö the constraint õ(ø@÷ be-
longs to the same class as the constraints õ(øIö and õ(øDÿ , while in the
component õDö ö the constraint õ(ø@÷ belongs to a class different from
that containing õ(øIö and õ(øDÿ . In fact, the constraint õ(ø@÷ can interact
with the constraints õ(øIö and õ(øDÿ during the configuration process of
õ ö ; but, õ(ø@÷ does not interact with õ(øIö or õ(øDÿ while configuring the
component õDö ö . It is worth noting that at least in the case under ex-
amination, the recursive decomposition policy was able to recognize
that a set of constraints that are bound in the larger context of the con-
figuration of the target object õ ö can actually be split in the (smaller)
context relevant to the configuration of the component õDö ö .

The solutions of the two subproblems corresponding to ú�û and ú��
lead to the situation depicted in fig. 2 a (the thick arrow points to the
current component: in this case, õDö ö ). Then (fig. 2 b) the problem of
configuring õ'÷ ö is decomposed into ÷ subproblems associated with
the two classes ú���ü ý'õ(øIö�� and ú���ü ý'õ(ø@÷@þ,õ(ø�	�� . After consider-
ing ú�� , the problem associated with ú�� is taken into consideration
(fig. 2 b). It should be clear that the configuration in fig. 2 c can not
be extended in any way satisfying õ(ø�	 . Choosing a different type (i.e.
 	@÷ ) for the eighth component would not solve the problem. Since
this was the only open alternative in the configuration of õ'÷ ö w.r.t.
ú�� (in fact, due to õ(ø@÷ , no alternative cardinality could be chosen for� 	 ) the resolution of the subproblem associated with ú�� fails. It is
worth noting that the alternatives for the subproblem associated with
ú�� are not considered (see the THEN branch of IF-2 in õ(ø����� ������� )
and a revision of the configuration of õDö ö takes place (fig. 2 d). In
this way, õ'÷ ö can be completely configured and thus the subprob-
lem associated with ú�� is successfully solved. The resolution of the
problem associated with ú�� adds the ���@ö ö component to the config-
uration (fig. 2 e).

6 Preliminary Results

The domain of PC configuration has been used for testing the im-
pact of the decomposition strategies. We have generated a test set of
ö���	 configuration problems: for each of them we have specified the
type of the target object (e.g. a PC for graphical applications) and the
requirements that it must satisfy (e.g. it must have a CD writer of a
certain kind, it must be fast enough and so on).

The goal of the experiment is to compare (w.r.t. the computational
effort) among them a configuration strategy without decomposition
(i.e. no constraints partitioning in the main that calls õ(ø����� ������� pro-
cedure with �_ü$ö ) (Strategy ö ), the non-recursive strategy that at-
tempts to decompose only the main configuration problem (see sec-
tion 4) (Strategy ÷ ) and the recursive one (Strategy 	 ).

The configuration system has been implemented in Java us-

ing JDK 1.3 and the experiment has been performed on a Duron
700/Windows 2000 PC with 128 Mbytes RAM. A problem is con-
sidered solved iff the configurator provides a solution for it within
the time threshold of 	Dù�� sec. or if it detects (within the same time-
out) that the problem does not admit any solution.

Strategies ö and ÷ both solved the same ö���� problems (i.e. their
competence was of ���� ), while strategy 	 solved all the ö���	 cases.
As regards the computational effort, for the ö���� problems solved by
all the three strategies, the average computation time was (in msec.)
����	�� for strategy ö ; �'ÿDù�� for strategy ÷ (i.e. !"	�# �� w.r.t. strategy ö )
and ÷D÷���� for strategy 	 (i.e. !Aù���# �� w.r.t. strategy ÷ ); the average
number of backtrackings was ����� for strategy ö ; ���@ö for strategy ÷
(i.e. !�÷�# �� w.r.t. strategy ö ) and �'ù�� for strategy 	 (i.e. !�÷'ÿ�# �� 
w.r.t. strategy ÷ ). The benefits of strategy ÷ w.r.t. strategy ö become
more evident if we consider the ÿ�� solved problems that were actu-
ally decomposable with strategy ÷ . For these problems, the average
CPU time was (in msec.) 	DÿDù�� for strategy ö and ÷����'ÿ (i.e. !�÷���# ù� )
for strategy ÷ ; the average number of backtrackings was ����� for strat-
egy ö and ���Iö for strategy ÷ (i.e. !�ö���# ÿ� ).

7 Discussion and Future Work
The present paper addresses the problem of partitioning a config-
uration problem into simpler subproblems by exploiting as much as
possible the implicit decomposition provided by the partonomic rela-
tions of complex components. The adoption of a structured approach
based on a logical formalism plays a major role since the criterion
for singling out ”unbound” constraints is based on an analysis of the
partonomic slots mentioned in the constraints. Moreover, the con-
straints are associated with each complex component. The config-
uration algorithm tries to recursively decompose the configuration
problem each time it is invoked to configure a component or a sub-
component.

The paper presents a centralized version of the configuration strat-
egy in which the subproblems resulting from a decomposition are
sequentially solved. An alternative configuration strategy based on a
distributed approach could be conceived: each time a configuration
problem is split into a set of independent subproblems, these could
be sent to a pool of configurators running in parallel.

Our main motivation for decomposing configuration problems is
saving in computational effort. Preliminary results are encouragingin
this respect since benefits are present even with a sequential approach
to configuration. The preliminary experiments have also shown that
the results are influenced by the order in which the partonomic slots
are considered. Therefore, it is worth investigating strategies able to
suggest convenient order in instantiating partonomic slots. In the fol-
lowing, we will sketch one of such strategies, based on hypergraph
cut techniques similar to the one proposed for decomposing the prob-
lem of satisfiability testing on large propositional CNF formulas, pre-
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Figure 3. Hypergraphs associated with the constraints for $ %

sented in [9]. 7 In that approach, a hypergraph is associated with a
CNF formula & such that each variable of & corresponds to a hy-
peredge connecting all the clauses in which it occurs. Then, such a
hypergraph is used to find an appropriate set '�( of variables allow-
ing two subformulas &*) and &,+ of & to be individuated such that the
problem of testing the satisfiability of & corresponds to the problem
of verifying if there is some compatible truth assignment to the vari-
ables in '�( that makes &-) and &,+ satisfiable. For each assignement
to the variables in '.( , &-) and &,+ simplify into two formulas that can
be tested independently (see [9] for details).

Following this framework, we can associate a hypergraph to the set/101243,5"673-8:9�;
that any complex component

9
in a configuration

must satisfy. For example, in figure 3.a the hypergraph associated
with the constraints for target object

9 <
is depicted. In such a hy-

pergraph, each constraint corresponds to a vertex and two constraints
are connected by a same hyperedge iff they are directly bound. In
figure 3.a, for instance, the constraints

9�=�<
and

9�=�>
belong to a same

hyperedge, since they are directly bound, while there is no hyper-
edge containing both

9�=�?
and

9�=�@
, since they are not directly bound.

Moreover, two constraints are bound iff they belong to a same con-
nected component in the hypergraph. For example, in figure 3.a,

9�=�?
and

9�=�@
are bound (even if not directly), since they belong to a same

connected component. Instead, the constraint
9�=�A

belongs to a con-
nected component different from the one containing all the other con-
straints, therefore

9�=�A
is not bound to any other constraint. It should

be clear that each connected component of the hypergraph associated
with the constraints

/101243,5"673-8:9�;
corresponds to an equivalence

class w.r.t. the bound relation BC( . Thus, computing the quotient set/101243,5"673-8:9�;ED BF( means computing the set of connected compo-
nents of the hypergraph associated with

/101243,5"673-8:9�;
.

Differently from the hypergraphs introduced in [9], the hyperedges
of a hypergraph associated with a set of component constraints in theGIH7J

framework do not represent simple variables. Instead, each hy-
peredge represents a structured entity, namely a slot chain providing
an explanation of the fact that the constraints belonging to the hyper-
edge are directly bound. For example, the hyperedge labelled K L >�M in
the hypergraph of figure 3.a states that the constraints

9�=�<
,
9�=�>

and9�=�?
are directly bound in

9 <
by means of the slot chain K L >�M . More-

over, the hyperedge labelled K L >�NPO�?�M states that the constraints
9�=�>

and
9�=�?

are directly bound in
9 <

by means of the slot L > and that
they still remain directly bound (by means of the the slot

O�?
) in each

direct component of
9 <

playing the partonomic role L > .
Despite this difference, the decomposition methods presented

in [9] suggest the opportunity of investigating a possible improve-
ment of our decomposition technique. Let’s consider again the hyper-
graph in figure 3.a. Removing the hyperedges K L <�M and K L >�M would

Q
The potential similarity between our approach and the one presented in [9]
has been suggested by an anonymous reviewer.

increase the number of connected components (figure 3.b), i.e. it
would increase the number of equivalence classes in the quotient set/101243,5"673-8:9 <�;ED BF( ) . This means that, after having introduced
into the configuration the direct components of

9 <
through L < and

L > , the subproblem of configuring the target object
9 <

by consid-
ering the constraints '�)SRUT 9�=�<�NE9�=�>�NV9�=�?�NE9�=�@�W (see section 5) can
be further split into two other subproblems corresponding to the two
sets of constraints T 9�=�<�NV9�=�@�W and T 9�=�>�NE9�=�?�W . In fact, these two sub-
problems can be solved independently, since the only choices that
can interact with them are those made for L < and L > .

Therefore, as in the case of satisfiability testing of CNF proposi-
tional formulas, hypergraph cut techniques can be used to find an ap-
propriate set of hyperedges (i.e. of slot chains) whose deletion from
the hypergraph would increase the number of connected components.
Such set of slot chains can then be used by the configuration algo-
rithm in order to guide the selection of the slots to be considered at
each time and to dynamically split the configuration problems.

Besides the reduction in computational effort, there are other good
reasons for investigating decomposition. First of all, in some do-
mains, the configuration problems are distributed by their nature [1].
Moreover, one of the serious problems in configuration is the expla-
nation task [3]. The adoption of a structured approach for modeling
the domain knowledge and the introduction of a decomposition mod-
ule able to specify which constraints involved in the configuration of
a given component can interact with each other is a first step for mak-
ing progresses in the explanation of failure in configuration.
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